Escape Room Game Introduction
– A Download For You!
Every company has their own escape room game introduction,
that they perform either through video or by a game master.
But many escape companies still struggle with getting it
right.
I’ve talked with many escape room owners and game masters
about how they run their introductions to their games. It’s an
opportunity to discuss the story of the game and to run over
the rules. It’s extremely important that a game master sets
out rules that the players should follow, to prevent breakages
and to make sure they enjoy the escape room game!
A framework for introducing an activity is a great way to get
yourself started when you are drafting a “speech” for your
game masters.
Introduce the Activity – the academic method of bringing a new
activity to students, the same methods can (and should) be
followed when introducing your game to players!
Describe the academic task of the activity.
The storyline goes here!
Explain the criteria you have for judging whether the
students are successful in the task.
How will players know they’ve won? You may need to
be cryptic about the ending but hopefully, it’s
not cryptic when they are actually playing!

You’ve won when you escape the room! You’ve won
when the fake diamond has replaced the real one
and you’re back outside of the bank! You’ve won
when the zombie vaccine is in your hands and
you’re outside of the lab!
Structure the cooperative aspects of the activity.
Work together! You’ll only win if you work
together! It’s a team game, not a single person
game!
Describe the behaviors you expect to see explicitly.
This is the rules. Don’t forget about those. These
are very very important.
Set time limits for the activity.
You have only 60 minutes! You have only 15
minutes! You have the rest of your life!
Allow students to ask clarifying questions.
Any questions? Is everyone ready to go?
An escape room game introduction can be done through video
format or by a game master when talking to players directly.
Some companies do their introduction in their lobby space,
while others have dedicated spaces for introductions.
You may want to consider how your company will do
introductions and rules when you are designating spaces of the
facility. Standing inside the game and asking players to
listen to you while you read them rules is not going to work.
As soon as players are inside the game, they’re looking for
clues not listening to rules.
But to help you out as you craft your own introduction and
rules for your games – I’ve created a document just for you!
Mini Escape Games – Escape Room Game Introduction – Rules and
Suggestions

This document is a list of lines that a game master may use
during their introduction spiel.
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flown talk or speech, especially for the purpose ofluring peo
ple to a movie, a sale, etc.; pitch.
Dictionary – “Spiel” Definition
Use it – Add to it – Modify it – Ignore it – Translate it –
Whatever you like!

